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The European Biotech Week established itself as a week of celebrations of
biotechnology and life sciences. From September 26 to October 2, 2022, 15
European countries hosted almost 100 biotech-focused activities and
events (94 in total) that educated, engaged and excited local communities
all across the continent.

The first European Biotech Week took place in 2013, marking the 60th
anniversary of this pivotal moment in history. Thanks to that discovery, the
deeper knowledge of genes, proteins, viruses, bacteria and genetic
structures in general has allowed scientists and biotech entrepreneurs to
translate knowledge into applications in sectors such as healthcare,
agriculture, food, energy, water sanitation and biochemical processing, all of
which have changed the world for the better. The European Biotech Week
takes place annually at the end of September, and this year was no
exception.

Background



Biotech and life sciences associations (at national and local level), plus
schools, universities, research centres, government institutions, companies
and science museums (for a total of 106 organizations) partnered for the
10th edition of the European Biotech Week.

Different Types of Events

The events attracted a broad range of participants, from researchers and
students (across all age groups), to investors, companies and policy makers.

Initiatives throughout the week were as diverse as the organisers
themselves, and included: conferences, workshops, hands on laboratories,
exhibitions and open-door days with companies, research institutes and
museums, online, on-site and in hybrid formats.



The aim of the European Biotech Week was to encourage the general public
to explore the fascinating, vibrant world of biotechnology, which is a key part
of our everyday lives. But during #BiotechWeek2022, participants also had
the chance to learn about careers in biotech, the role of women in STEM and
how biotech can help us in achieving bigger societal and environmental
goals.
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Biotechnology for society, sustainability and economies –
transformative science for a changing world | The kick-off webinar
opened the week with a look at how biotechnology is at the centre of
Europe’s transformation to a healthy, sustainable and competitive
economy and society. Four EuropaBio Board Members from across
Europe’s biotechnology spectrum (Patricia Malarkey – DSM, Stefan
Buchholz – Evonik, Tom Bols – PTC Therapeutics, Annemiek
Verkamman – HollandBio) discussed about biotech in action and its
benefits in our everyday lives, as well as how it supports employment,
economic development and Europe’s place in the world.

Innovative technologies in the EU green transition – spotlight on
industrial biotechnology | The second virtual event focused on
innovative solutions that can contribute towards the green transition,
with an emphasis on industrial biotechnology. The three panelists (Marc
Leclerc – Novozymes, Rachel Melnick – Agriculture & Food Systems
Institute, Hans Genee – Biosyntia) zoomed in on products of industrial
biotechnology and their benefits and challenges, also linking to the EU
GMO regulatory framework and recent developments on new genomic
techniques.

At the cutting edge of biotechnology for cardiovascular diseases: a
World Heart Day special edition webinar | The last webinar (held on
World Heart Day) highlighted how healthcare biotechnology has the
potential to transform how healthcare is delivered to patients, both in
terms of innovative treatments, but also via use of innovative prevention,
screening, and testing measures. The speakers (Marius Geanta – FH
Europe, Florian Kronenberg – Medical University of Innsbruck, Lena
Lymperopoulou – Novartis) discussed how biomarker testing for
genetically inherited risk factors for cardiovascular diseases is opening
up new frontiers in healthcare, and saving lives across the world.

In Brussels, EuropaBio hosted multiple virtual events around the benefits of
biotech for people and planet.

The Role of EuropaBio

https://youtu.be/xqgG9oYaPFA?t=1
https://youtu.be/VVLZYxM5DcE?t=1
https://youtu.be/6pad38u-B4I?t=1


Several EuropaBio members were actively involved in the campaign: six
members organised (or co-organised) one or more events during the Biotech
Week (Assobiotec Federchimica, BIA, bio.be / essenscia, HollandBIO,
MabDesign, Olon, P-BIO), while four other members took part in the
#BiotechVoices mini-campaign, where they explained the importance of
biotechnology in everyone’s daily life (AseBio, BIO.NRW, EV Biotech, Pfizer).

EuropaBio also coordinated the online campaign, from its launch in Spring
2022, until the very end of the initiative. The online presence was also
facilitated by a whole new website (www.biotechweek.org), by the
cooperation with three media partners (Scientix, Regib, Eurashe), and by a
partnership with the pan-European media network Euractiv.

The Online Campaign

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLsFrgzAFAU4vymcPnI6Yt8SlqSqT0z3jJ
https://biotechweek.org/


EuropaBio staff members also gave their contributions to the additional
mini-campaign #BiotechInYourLife, sharing on their personal LinkedIn
profiles their favourite or most used biotech product(s), on the first day of
the European Biotech Week.



All these efforts contributed to a remarkable improvement of EuropaBio’s
visibility on social media, with around 240 mentions, and with impressions
and profile visits increase of more than 100% for all the profiles. More than
anything else, an outcome worth mentioning is the achievement of 11.000
followers to EuropaBio LinkedIn page.

The visibility was not limited to social media platforms, though, as the
European Biotech Week appeared in at least 16 online articles, in several
languages.



#EBW2022

“We recognise how important it is to engage with everybody in Europe
on the benefits and potential of biotechnology. It is fantastic to see
more and more experts engaging in communication about science
and involving non-scientists. It gives us great pride in EuropaBio to see
that communities across Europe have learnt more about this complex
and exciting sector, and we wholeheartedly thank all the biotech
supporters who have contributed to this year’s amazing programme.”

Closing Remarks

Claire Skentelbery
Director General | EuropaBio
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